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What about wireless?
After an excess of hype, it’s easy to wonder
about who’s going to use wireless e-CRM.
The near-term answer: employees, notably
sales and field service people.
“The ability to deploy CRM applications via wireless devices is key to ‘completing the loop’ of customer service,” says
Carter. “It enables the field workforce to
access key customer information on
demand and, where possible, be proactive
in reporting problems. Wireless devices
available today and in the near future can
deliver CRM data to field workforces at
significant cost savings using one- and twoway pagers, low-cost handhelds and the
soon-to-be-released Java appliances targeted at single-application mobile devices.”
Consider FedEx Corp., which has been
using wireless e-CRM applications for
close to 20 years. FedEx drivers scan pickups using a handheld scanner, then put
the scanner into a docking station in their

trucks, which sends package data to the
company’s Memphis headquarters and,
virtually instantaneously, publishes the
information to all customer touchpoints—including the Web, call centers
and WAP-enabled applications. Mobile
customers can track shipments using
Microsoft CE devices or Palm computers
equipped with AvantGo’s software and
Mobile Internet Service.
Where can wireless e-CRM work in
your company? Wherever there’s a problem because critical real-time information
needs to get to those who are beyond the
reach of wired systems.
“Mobile applications should be heavily
oriented toward personalization with mechanisms that permit the main Web application to extend to mobile-based on-event
monitoring and other alerting mechanisms,” advises Beth Eisenfeld, research
director with Gartner’s CRM practice.
“Good mobile applications must also

stand above all other choices for conducting any transactions,” she adds. “They
must be selected based upon whether
time-criticality of information or convenient access to information are at the
core. Otherwise, users will forego the
inconvenience of using a mobile device
and wait until they return home or to the
office to use their PCs. Another item
often forgotten is the latency of the network. Developers and business executives
think that wireless means fast—but if network latency issues are not addressed,
latency can kill use. A general thought is
that while PCs tolerate 30-second turnaround, mobile can only tolerate three
seconds.”

Linking CRM, ERP, SCM and
partner relationship management
Companies that integrate partners and
suppliers into sales, marketing and service
processes can close deals faster, capitalize

City of Baltimore Transitions to Motorola’s
ASP-Deployed Customer Service Request™ System

T

he City of Baltimore recently marked a key deployment milestone for its citywide Community Connection Customer Service
Request™ (CSR) System, “CitiTrack”, successfully transiting operations and management responsibilities for the system to Motorola
using an Application Service Provider (ASP) deployment model.
A companion to Baltimore Mayor Martin O’Malley’s acclaimed “CitiStat” real-time performance management tool, CSR enables government entities to manage the intake, routing, resolution and reporting
of citizens’ requests for services. The system, which will be configured for use by all city departments, provides information to citizens,
tracks service requests and assigns work crews to efficiently resolve
service requests. Baltimore citizens can ask for services by telephone,
mail, e-mail or in person, and department personnel and elected officials can track and report on service request resolution status.
According to Elliot Schlanger, Baltimore’s chief information officer,
an ASP-deployed CitiTrack system was the ideal solution for the City
of Baltimore for two reasons.
“First, CitiTrack solves our problem of how to handle citizens’
requests for services efficiently and effectively through one enterprisewide system,” he explains, “and second, the ASP deployment
and management model guarantees world-class performance and
availability characteristics without overloading our IT staff.”
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ASP Deployment Provides Best of Both Worlds
Taking advantage of best-in-class architecture elements to ensure a
technically superior solution, the ASP-hosted CSR solution requires
nominal up-front capital investment with predictable monthly costs,
minimizes impact on customer IT operations, and provides for inclusive, fast implementation and upgrades to CSR application and infrastructure.
Moreover, to make certain the application meets the demands of
a city that operates around the clock, Motorola conducts 24/7
proactive monitoring of transaction response times, server utilization
and other key performance attributes. And Motorola’s capacity-ondemand configuration allows the system to grow as the City of Baltimore’s demand for additional users grows.
“Motorola’s ASP deployment provided us the best of both worlds:
a technically superior solution that guarantees performance and eliminates technology obsolescence, without significantly impacting our
existing IT operations,” says Schlanger.
For more information, please visit www.motorola.com. For more
information on the Customer Service Request™ product for public
sector entities and the ASP deployment model, please visit
www.motorola.com/statelocalgov.
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